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The great thing in the world is not so much where we stand, as in what direction we are moving.—Oliver Wendell Holmes

As the field of biomolecular modeling has increased in visibility among both scientists and the general public, it has also drawn scrutiny. In par-
ticular, biologists and funding agencies have been asking pertinent questions: What impact have computer technology and mathematical algorithms 
had on the field’s development? What are future prospects for the field [8,10,17]? The focus of an invited talk* at this year’s SIAM Conference on 
Computational Science and Engineering was the survey we conducted to address these questions, including a description of key success stories, ex-
amples of failure, and a projection of future prospects. This study began as a project in a Special Topics course at New York University and resulted 
in the appearance of a perspective on the field in Quarterly Reviews of Biophysics [15].

Our examination of progress in biomolecular modeling and simulation emphasized structure prediction and molecular dynamics simulations. 
Overall, the study showed that, despite unrealistic initial expectations, dramatic increases in computational technology along with steady improve-
ments in force fields and sampling algorithms have led to considerable success in many areas with important applications to biology and medicine. 
Moreover, the establishment of reliable protocols and awareness of caveats have propelled the field well on its way to becoming a full partner with 
experiment and eventually a field in its own right.

Historical Perspective
Molecular modeling is a relatively young field, with origins in the late 1960s. It was then that force field pioneers developed simple empirical 

approaches based on physiochemical potential functions to represent molecular structures and interactions by basic physical models (atoms connected 
by springs) and model systems (e.g., peptides, nucleotides, hydrocarbon systems). Such potential functions were soon being used with energy-mini-
mization techniques to determine favorable molecular conformations and, shortly afterward, as a refinement tool for experimental structures, such as 
those determined by X-ray crystallography. Rapid advances in the development of water force fields, concepts in enzyme energetics, and molecular 
dynamics techniques quickly led to simulations of biological systems in the late 1970s.

It was only with the advent of supercomputers in the 1980s, however, that the field gained momentum and applications to pharmacology and 
medicine took center stage. Indeed, the late 1980s saw an inflation of expectations, with unrealistic predictions that computer simulations might soon 
replace experiments in the laboratory (see [15] for detailed quotes). Expectations were particularly high for applications to drug design and other medi-
cally relevant applications, as computation appeared poised to supplant 
laborious experimental or technological procedures. 

It soon became evident that the predictions of quick success were 
too optimistic. Imperfections in force field parameters cause uncertain-
ties, and sampling the vast thermally accessible conformation space of 
biomolecules requires vast computer power to bridge modeling and 
experimental time frames. With typical molecular dynamics timesteps 
on the order of 1 fs, for example, 109 steps, each requiring a costly 
force evaluation, are needed to simulate 1 ms, which is approximately 
the folding time for some of the smallest and fastest folding proteins; 
biologically interesting processes occur on timescales many orders of 
magnitude longer. Force field problems, such as overstabilization of 
a-helices, inability to model divalent ions, and instability of RNA base 
pairs, also became apparent. 

Open discussions of these problems around the beginning of the new 
millennium led to clever solutions, along with fresh ideas from the 
mathematical, physical, and biological sciences. Improved algorithms 
for numerical integration [16], long-range electrostatic computations 
[16], and enhanced conformational sampling [13,14] emerged from 
these ideas. These advances, when combined with modern computer 
technology—loosely coupled networks of processors, efficient open-source software for biomolecular simulation, graphics processing units [20], and 
specialized hardware for molecular dynamics simulations—have led the field through important milestones: from the 1-ms protein folding simulation in 
1998, requiring four months of dedicated Cray computing [3], to 10-ms simulations by aggregate dynamics a couple of years later [19] and continuous 
dynamics a decade after that [4], to a 1-ms simulation on a custom-built machine in 2010 [18].

This historical perspective led us to propose the “field expectation” curve shown in Figure 1, emphasizing the transition from initially unrealistic 
high hopes to the relatively swift progress of the past decade with a more practical viewpoint and many good ideas. (Computer scientist James Bezdek 
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Figure 1. Proposed expectation curve for the field of biomolecular model-
ing and simulation, with approximate timeline. Reprinted with permission 
from “Biomolecular modeling and simulation: A field coming of age,” by T. 
Schlick, R. Collepardo-Guevara, L.A. Halvorsen, S. Jung, and X. Xiao, Quart. 
Rev. Biophys., 44 (2011), 191–228, [15].



first described such field expectation curves in 1993 
when he founded a journal on fuzzy mathematics.)

Success Stories
The many successes of biomolecular modeling 

and simulation, as documented in [15], include the 
establishment of reliable and efficient biomolecular 
simulation algorithms (e.g., symplectic integrators, 
particle–mesh Ewald methods for electrostatic compu-
tations, Markov state models for sampling); structure 
predictions, especially by knowledge-based methods, 
that preceded experimental discovery; theories of 
protein folding describing experimental observations 
related to protein statics, thermodynamics, and kinet-
ics; modeling-aided drug discovery and design; and 
interpretation of experimental structures. We elaborate 
here on the two last categories.

Structure-based rational drug design has always 
been the poster child for the field, illustrating the 
immense potential of molecular modeling. Indeed, 
as proteins and macromolecular complexes implicated in human disease (e.g., HIV enzymes, misfolded protein fibrils) are resolved experimentally 
in astonishing detail, new opportunities for (and expectations of) modeling emerge: With the ability to define molecular specificity and functional 
interactions, it may become possible to pinpoint, and eventually design, drug targets. The HIV protease inhibitor and SARS virus inhibitors are classic 
examples. While the monetary cost and time required to develop a successful drug remain high, modeling has been instrumental in opening doors that 
might otherwise have remained closed. For example, modeling can systematically test and reveal various binding modes and possibilities.

Consider the solved complex of HIV integrase with an inhibitor [5] and a related complex for an evolutionarily similar virus [7]. Studies 
in both cases revealed the drug docked in one main region. Molecular dynamics simulations based on such structures suggested that 
inhibitors can bind in more than one orientation—namely, preferred and flipped [11,12]—as shown in Figure 2. Simulations further sug-
gested that binding modes can be selected to exploit stronger interactions in specific regions or orientations, and that different divalent- 
ion arrangements are associated with these binding sites and fluctuations. Such information can be utilized in systematic exploration for the binding of 
similar active compounds, as additional inhibitors, to the alternative site; more than one inhibitor is often needed as drug resistance builds up quickly 
in the HIV enzymes.

Modeling and simulation have also been instrumental in resolving conflicting experimental information and/or adding new hypotheses that can 
eventually be tested. For example, two proposed 
models (Figure 3A and B) have long been debated 
for the chromatin fiber, the protein/DNA complex 
in eukaryotes that packages the genetic material. 
Evidence from X-ray crystallography of nucleosomes 
and electron microscopy images of reconstituted 
chromatin fibers has been contradictory. Modeling, 
as well as single-force microscopy experiments, in 
which polymers like RNA or chromatin are stretched 
to produce curves that describe the observed exten-
sion vs. the applied force, have been utilized to 
address such questions. Whereas modeling is chal-
lenged by the large spatial and temporal ranges asso-
ciated with chromatin rearrangements, the experi-
ments are limited by the indirect inference of shape/
structure from the force vs. extension curves.

In one recent study, a solenoid fiber model was 
interpreted to be consistent with the force microscopy 
data [9]. Our recent Monte Carlo simulations of a 
mesoscale chromatin model, in collaboration with a 
team of experimentalists, showed that, in fact, sole-
noid features can be present in a mostly zigzag fiber 
under typical physiological (divalent-ion) conditions 
[6]; the notion of a heteromorphic helix that merges 
the two features is appropriate for a floppy polymer 
in solution (Figure 3C). 

Modeling of fiber unfolding showed that the zigzag 
architecture is also consistent with the experimental 
data; hence, the solenoid interpretation is not unique. 
Our modeling of chromatin stretching also suggested 

Figure 2. Drug/inhibitor binding pockets to HIV integrase as predicted by modeling [11]. A: 
Preferred binding (yellow shading) for the binding region of the anti-retroviral drug Raltegravir to 
the HIV-1 integrase catalytic core domain. B: Alternative, or flipped, binding (turquoise shading) 
for Raltegravir to the HIV-1 integrase catalytic core domain. The magnesium ions are shown 
as orange spheres.

Figure 3. Chromatin organization: Ideal models and simulation-generated models and stretch-
ing profiles. A: Ideal solenoid model in which DNA linkers (the DNA segments, shown in red, 
connect nucleosomes) are bent and neighboring nucleosomes (i ± 1) are in closest contact. B: 
Ideal zigzag model in which DNA linkers are straight and next-nearest neighbors (i ± 2) are in 
closest contact. C: Heteromorphic architecture obtained by modeling [6] in divalent-ion environ-
ments with the chromatin model. In all views, connecting DNA linkers and DNA wrapping the 
nucleosomes are shown in red; odd and even nucleosomes are blue and white, respectively. 
D: Simulations mimicking single-molecule chromatin unfolding experiments with resulting 
force vs. extension curves and associated snapshots [1,2].



structural pathways associated with the experimental data, energy trends, and insights into the effect of different binding modes of protein linkers 
on resulting fiber elasticity (Figure 3D) [1,2]. Such information regarding the features that stiffen/soften the rigidity of chromatin fibers is important 
because chromatin is subjected to pulling forces of molecular motors in the natural cellular environment, and these molecular machines initiate vari-
ous biological processes. 

These are only a few of the many examples in which modeling has helped clarify, resolve, interpret, and supplement experimental data regarding 
biological structures, mechanisms, and interactions. Such valuable insights from careful design and execution of modeling “experiments” continue to 
propel the field on its productive trajectory (Figure 1) despite its many limitations. Taking Holmes’s view, perhaps being headed in the right direction 
will allow us to be more tolerant of these imperfections and to keep moving.
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